5 Ways

To Prevent Senior Hospitalisations

Introduction
Hospitals save lives. But you’d be hard-pressed to find many people
eager to spend time there.
Most medical professionals agree that staying healthy enough to avoid a
hospital stay should be the ultimate goal. That’s especially true for older
people. Professionals who work with older people often observe that
older adults who are hospitalised don’t always go home the same. Or,
they don’t go home at all.
Several potential risks or after effects of hospitalisation could hit
seniors particularly hard, according to a survey of 205 nurses*
throughout the country and conducted by Home Instead Franchising
Ltd., franchisor of the Home Instead Senior Care® network. Leading
the list is hospital-acquired infections followed by more health declines
and inability to regain full function.
A hospital stay may be necessary and beneficial. But if there are ways to
safely avoid it, most older people and their caregivers are all for it.
To that end, some experts predict that

48.5% of senior hospitalisations

could, in fact, be avoided if proper preventative steps are taken.
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There’s one powerful factor in helping keep older people out of the
hospital: support. Nearly 100 percent of the nurses surveyed agreed
that a family’s role in keeping older people healthy and out of the
hospital is as important as that of the medical community.
The research conducted by Home Instead Senior Care, revealed these
five preventative actions that could help keep an older adult out of the
hospital:

Follow doctor’s orders
Don’t ignore symptoms
Reduce risks of falls and accidents
Stay active physically and mentally
Maintain a healthy diet
Whether you’re a family member or another advocate, like a
professional caregiver, discharge planner or community based nurse,
read this guide to learn more about some of the warning signs, risks
and preventative measures that could help keep a senior out of the
hospital.
For more information and resources, including a “Hospitalisation Risk
Meter” to help assess a senior’s potential risk of hospitalisation,
go to HomeInstead.ie
*Survey results found at HomeInstead.ie
Please note that the content, suggestions and tips included in this guide are provided for informational
purposes only. They are not intended to be and should not be construed as being medical advice or a
substitute for receiving professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. Always seek the advice of a
qualified medical provider for any questions you or a loved one may have regarding a medical condition.
Home Instead Senior Care expressly disclaim any liability with respect to the content, suggestions and
tips included in this guide.
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Don’t: Ignore doctor’s directions
Do: Follow doctor’s orders
Warning!
A survey of nurses who work with older people says one of the biggest
culprits when it comes to an older person’s risk of hospitalisation is
waiting too long to see a doctor.
So, how do you convince an older loved one to not only visit the
doctor but to also stick to a doctor’s rules. You are encouraged to help
serve as an advocate for older adults and build a support system, as
well as watching out for the red flags listed below.

The Signs and Risks
The following are some signs that an older person may not be following
doctor’s orders and issues that could make complying with those
orders more difficult:
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•

Missed doctor appointments

•

Lack of transportation or the inability to get to doctor’s
appointments

•

Skipping health maintenance checks

•

A worsening of chronic conditions such as high blood pressure,
diabetes or congestive heart failure

•

Presence of Alzheimer’s disease or another dementia, which
can make following a doctor’s orders difficult

•

Unfilled prescriptions or unused pills

•

Taking four or more medications, which can lead to confusion

•

Apathy or disinterest in overall health

•

Lack of anyone to advocate or assist with health issues

92.11%

of nurses surveyed say
following doctor’s orders is
a very/extremely important
action to help keep seniors
out of the hospital.*

Home Instead Senior Care completed an online survey of a
random sample of 205 nurses working in Ireland.

The Remedy
Here are some steps to help an older adult follow doctor’s orders.
1. Download a medication tracker at HomeInstead.ie
2. Learn more about the potential impact and risks of the chronic
conditions a senior may be experiencing. Visit HomeInstead.ie
and read the recent blog post on chronic conditions.
3. Work with your loved one’s GP to track medical appointments
and encourage your loved one to keep those appointments.
4. If your older loved one doesn’t have transportation to a
medical appointment, contact a relative, friend or a professional
caregiving company such as your local Home Instead Senior Care
office.
5. If you think your older person is depressed or apathetic about his
or her future, contact a doctor to discuss options and a possible
referral to another professional. Attend GPs’ visits with a loved
one, if you can, or contact a local Home Instead Senior Care
office to arrange for a CAREGiverSM to accompany your older
loved one.
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Don’t: Discount “just another ache”

Do: Tune into symptoms
Warning!
It can seem like just another ache or pain – to the older person you
love and you. After all, doesn’t growing older come with those issues?
Maybe, but feeling ill should not be ignored. Home Instead Senior Care
partners with hospitals on a local level to look at readmissions.
In some situations, the home care provider would arrange for a
professional caregiver to visit an older person. He or she would say
they didn’t want a visit because they weren’t feeling well. The next day
that older person would be in A&E.
Better to be safe than sorry and seek help.

The Signs and Risks
Some signs that an older person’s aches and pains – or health
conditions – could be putting them at risk:
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•

Ignoring symptoms such as chest pain, shortness of breath and
abdominal pain

•

Discounting subtle changes or issues such as changes in gait
speed or walking/shuffling, inactivity, loss of appetite and weight
fluctuations, and unsteadiness

•

Living alone or not having someone checking in daily

•

Presence of three or more chronic conditions

•

A recent hospitalisation

•

Unwillingness to change ways

•

Waiting too long to see the doctor

•

Putting off medical appointments

•

Lack of funds or perceived lack of funds

Waiting
too long
to see doctors is the most
common thing that seniors
do that puts them at risk,
according to 27.64 % of nurses
surveyed.*

Home Instead Senior Care completed an online survey of a
random sample of 205 nurses working in Ireland.

The Remedy
The following steps can help a family stay on top of the issue.
1. Help your loved one find out from his or her doctor the
issues that could be putting him or her at potential risk of
hospitalisation. Staying on top of health problems with a doctor
could help reduce the risk of hospitalisation.
2. Go to the Hospitalisation Risk Meter at HomeInstead.ie to help
determine that risk.
3. Change in appetite or weight is a warning sign that something
could be amiss.
4. Before going to the doctor, help your older loved one prepare a
list of questions.
5. If an older adult lives alone, make sure someone is checking
in on your loved one each day and helping to manage doctor’s
appointments.
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Don’t: Disregard repeated falls
Do: Reduce risk of falls and accidents
Warning!
When it comes to falls, older adults can be evasive, which creates
the potential for an accident and a trip to the hospital. According to
St. James’s Hospital, falls are the leading cause of injury-related visits
to Irish A&E departments, and almost half of all hospital visits of the
over-65s are the result of a fall. One fall in six leads to injury, with hip
fracture being the most serious.
Half of all people suffering a hip fracture never regain their previous
level of independence, a quarter die within six months, and almost a
quarter are discharged to a nursing home. Also, falls and blackouts can
be non-specific presentations of chest problems, kidney infection, heart
attack or stroke.
A fall is a warning sign and is considered a symptom of other potential
health issues.

The Signs and Risks
Some signs that an older person may be a fall risk and could end up in
the hospital include:
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•

Previous falls and accidents

•

Alzheimer’s disease or another dementia diagnosis

•

Inactivity

•

Isolation

•

Presence of throw rugs and other tripping hazards

•

Lack of grab bars and proper lighting

•

Problems with vision or hearing

•

Decrease in gait speed or shuffling

•

Mobility issues

Making home

free of

hazards

is one of the top action
items families can take to
help keep their seniors
healthy and out of the
hospital.*

Home Instead Senior Care completed
an online survey of a random sample of
205 nurses working in Ireland.

The Remedy
Here are some steps to help identify potential fall risks and solutions.
1. The assessment and balance video at HomeInstead.ie can help
family caregivers determine the potential for their older loved
ones to fall and tap into exercises that could help strengthen their
balance.
2. Many A&E doctors recommend that families conduct an annual
home safety check of their seniors’ homes.
3. A home safety checklist at HomeInstead.ie includes a
comprehensive list of ways to help safety-proof an older adult’s
home. This safety checklist is also included in the Appendix of this
guide.
4. Go to HomeInstead.ie to learn how some older people become
frail and review simple exercises that could help to improve their
physical health.
5. Make sure that someone is checking on an older adult each day if
he or she lives alone. Look into an emergency alert system or call
your local Home Instead Senior Care office to learn more about
companionship assistance.
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Don’t: Make way for the couch potato
Do: Stay active physically and mentally
Warning!
Illness or prior hospitalisation can leave some older people both
physically inactive and mentally in a slump. Typically, older people in
hospital are only out of bed for a minimal amount of time, sometimes
just 30 minutes in a 24 hour period.
Whether it’s a hospital stay or illness, physical inactivity can leave
an older adult prone to a worsening of chronic conditions and the
prospect of depression.

The Signs and Risks
Some signs that an older person’s inactivity may be making him or her
vulnerable to hospitalisation include:
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•

Prior illness or hospitalisation 					

•

Loss of a spouse or significant other

•

Poor appetite or change in weight

•

Inability to drive and lack of alternative transportation

•

Loss of friends

•

Lack of mealtime companions

•

Signs of depression

•

Problems with cooking and house keeping

•

Lacks interests and hobbies, isolation and change in behaviour

99.01%

of nurses surveyed say
that isolation is a very/
extremely serious warning
sign that could potentially
indicate a senior is at risk of
hospitalisation.*

Home Instead Senior Care completed an
online survey of a random sample of 205
nurses working in Ireland.

The Remedy
Look to these steps for some ways to help keep an older person on the
move physically and engaged mentally.
1. Stimulate an older adult’s mind by doing a puzzle a day.
2. If a loved one is alone at mealtimes, look for ways to encourage
interaction such as suggesting they dine with extended family or
friends at least once a week.
3. Even if an older person is homebound, you can plan activities
such as movie night.
4. What’s more, older adults who are homebound or in care
communities can still give back. Why not suggest your loved
one volunteer in the local community? Your local parish is an
excellent opportunity to learn of volunteering opportunities in
the local community.
5. Look into resources that might be available through your local
Active Retirement Association. Contact a local Home Instead
Senior Care office to discover how a CAREGiver could help.
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Don’t: Act like Taytos are a food group
Do: Maintain a healthy diet
Warning!
One of the biggest risks to an older person’s health is poor diet.
There are many reasons for that, from illness that impacts appetite
to medications that can change the taste of food. Various factors may
conspire to keep older adults from preparing and eating the nutritious
meals they need.
Diet and companionship go hand in hand. When you eat with others,
appetite is better and emotional well-being is improved. If an older
person is living alone and unable to prepare healthy meals, he or she
may not be getting a balanced diet — one of the biggest risks that could
send an older person to hospital.

The Signs and Risks
Some signs that a senior could be at potential risk of poor nutrition and
a trip to hospital:
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•

Confusion caused by Alzheimer’s disease or another dementia

•

New or increasing medications

•

Inability to get to the grocery store

•

No help in preparing meals

•

Loneliness that negatively impacts appetite/interest in eating

•

Doesn’t understand proper nutrition

•

No mealtime companions

•

Weight fluctuations

69.46%

of nurses surveyed say
loss of appetite is a very/
extremely serious warning
sign that could potentially
indicate a senior is at risk
of hospitalisation.*

Home Instead Senior Care completed an
online survey of a random sample of 205
nurses working in Ireland.

The Remedy
The following are some steps that can help ensure an older person is
getting the proper diet.
1. Become acquainted with any mealtime challenges your loved one
may be experiencing. For example, can he or she afford to buy
healthy food on a weekly basis? Has he or she suffered a loss in
appetite?
2. Remind your older loved one of a favourite family recipe. Then
make it together.
3. Discuss with your GP the signs of poor nutrition, including weight
fluctuation, depression or lethargy.
4. Mix up food choices. Perhaps Mum or Dad are bored of the
same food. Accompany them on a weekly grocery trip or ask a
professional caregiver. He or she will suggest a variety of healthy
foods that may appeal to your older loved ones.
5. If a loved one has Alzheimer’s disease or another dementia,
submit your questions about food challenges to the free
Confidence to Care mobile app. Experts will answer your
questions and offer tips.
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A P P EN D I X

HOME SAFETY
CHECKLIST
Use this checklist, from Home Instead Senior Care®, to
help determine if your senior’s home is safe from hazards
that could jeopardise well-being and independence.

FOR MORE INFORMATION , GO TO
HomeInstead.ie
B RO UG H T TO YO U B Y

BE D RO OM
• Do throw rugs create a tripping hazard? Is the carpet torn? (1)
• Is the room cluttered with clothing, magazines, newspaper or other items? Is there
too much furniture for the space? (2)
• Does the older person lack access to a telephone or mobile phone, especially at night? (3)
• Is there enough light? (4)
• Is the bed too high or low? (5)
• Do tangled electrical cords obstruct pathways? (6)
• Does the furniture provide proper support, if needed? (7)

S ug ge stions:
1. Remove throw rugs or use double-sided tape or a rug pad to secure the rug to the floor. For small
tears, a little glue or carpet staples can fix the problem.
2. It might be a good time to work with your older loved ones and clean out wardrobes and drawers
of items he or she no longer wears or uses. For other items, build or buy shelving to store jumpers,
blankets or shoes.
3. Consider a cordless phone. If the older person is not agreeable to having a phone in the room,
or he or she doesn’t own a mobile phone, suggest an emergency alert system. An internet search
for emergency alert or medical alert systems will provide you with a variety of options.
4. Nightlights are a good option for dark rooms at night. If the older person likes to read in the
bedroom at night or turns on the light in the middle of the night to go to the bathroom, make
sure the bulb wattage is high enough (within allowable limits) to properly illuminate the room.
Rope lighting is another good option for hallways that connect the bathroom and bedroom.
5. The bed is too low if the older person’s knees are above the hips when sitting on the bed. Bed
risers under bed legs can raise the height. The bed is too high when legs do not touch the floor
when sitting on the edge of the bed. Remove the bed frame or use a lower profile mattress or
box springs.
6. Use extension cords to run electrical cords behind furnishings. Rearrange furniture that must be
plugged in to areas near an outlet. Consider a power strip where several cords can be plugged
into one long power source.
7. Make sure bedroom chairs are the proper height, so the older person’s feet touch the floor. Chairs
should have sturdy legs and arms.
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TOIL E T AN D SHOWE R
• Are grab bars available near the tub, shower and toilet? (1)
• Is the floor slippery? Is there a lack of bath mats? (2)
• Is the bathtub too high? (3)
• Is the toilet the correct height? (4)
• Is there the potential for bath water to be too hot? (5)
• Are medications stored properly: not too high or too low for the older person to
reach? (6)
• Are mobility and joint problems making it difficult for the older person to reach into
overhead cabinets, comb his hair or lift her leg to get into a bathtub? (7)

Su g ge st i o n s :
1. Loose towel and curtain rods could be a sign that an older adult is grabbing on to these for support.
Adding grab bars near shower/tub units and the toilet can help prevent falls and other accidents.
2. Add a rubber mat or adhesive non-stick decals to the bottom of a tub. Check online or at a
bathroom or discount store to find what you need.
3. If the bathtub is too high, such as a claw foot tub or antique tub, add a tub transfer bench. Check
online or at a medical supply store for various options.
4. Add a raised toilet seat for stools that are too low. Contact a plumber about installing a lower profile
stool if the toilet is too high.
5. Make sure the hot- and cold-water taps are clearly labelled. Painting parts of them red or blue will
help distinguish them.
6. Make sure medications are stored in cupboards that are easy to reach. If the cupboard is too high,
an older adult might have problems reaching into it. If it is too low, the older person could have
trouble bending down to find the medication. Consider a medication organiser for pills that can be
set on a countertop or shelf.
7. Perhaps your older loved one could use assistance at home if the effects of ageing are making
personal care difficult. A non-medical in-home care company such as Home instead Senior Care ®
may provide the support to keep an older adult independent for as long as possible.
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LIVI NG RO O M
• Is there too much clutter and not enough space to move around furniture? (1)
• Is furniture unstable? (2)
• Can the older person reach the light switch to turn it off or on? (3)
• Is there adequate lighting? (4)
• Do throw rugs and electrical cords pose a tripping hazard? (5)
• Is the floor uneven or is carpet torn? (6)
• Is the room temperature too hot or cold? (7)
• Does glare from the windows make it difficult for a senior to see? (8)
• Do the conditions of ageing make it difficult for the older person to get out of a
chair? (9)

S u g ge st i o n s:
1. Organisation is the key to preventing too much clutter. It might be a good time to work with your
older loved one to downsize and eliminate bigger pieces of furniture. Add shelving.
2. Sit in chairs to see if arms or legs are wobbly. Try gluing legs or arm rests. Or, if more extensive
repairs are needed, locate a furniture repair service representative. If the chair is too low, add a
cushion or pillow on the seat to raise the height.
3. Add a “clapper” light switch to control lamps or check out other remote control switching options.
Sometimes, rearranging furniture can allow quick access to wall switches or lamps.
4. Increase wattage to allowable limits in lamps and lights. Add additional lamps, or contact an
electrician about installing overhead lights.
5. Remove throw rugs.
6. For small tears, a little glue or carpet staples can fix the problem. For uneven floors, consult a
contractor or your local home improvement store.
7. Install lock-in switches on thermostats to control the temperature and help prevent furnace fires.
8. Check out heat-control window film, thermal curtains or solar shades. Visit home improvement and
window covering businesses to learn more.
9. Make sure the chair is sturdy and the proper height with arm rests that can help support the
senior. Remember, a caregiver/companion can help serve as a second set of eyes for an older
person at home.
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HA LLWAY
• Is there a working smoke alarm and carbon monoxide detector in place? (1)
• Is there adequate light at night? (2)
• Does the older person have trouble finding the bathroom at night? (3)

Su g ge st i o n s:
1. Install new smoke detector batteries once a year. Pick a date, like a birthday or the change to
daylight-savings time, and make sure all of the smoke detector batteries in the home are replaced.
2. Night lights are an ideal solution for dark hallways. Search online to find a variety of lights, including
LED options that are just right for an older adult. Rope lighting is another good option for hallways
that connect the bathroom and bedroom.
3. Some older people, particularly those with Alzheimer’s disease or another dementia, may become
confused at night and have difficulty getting to the bathroom. Nightlights can help. So, too, can a
caregiver companion who would be available 24/7 to ensure that an older person is safe.
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K ITCH EN
• Are cupboards too high or low? (1)
• Is there clutter on countertops or throughout the kitchen? Are pathways obstructed? (2)
• Is there adequate light for cooking? (3)
• Are dangerous chemicals and cleaning materials secure? (4)
• Is the floor slippery? (5)
• Is there spoiled food in the refrigerator? (6)
• Is emergency contact information within easy access? (7)
• Is the older person at risk of harming herself with a sharp knife or by causing a fire? (8)

Su g ge st i o n s:
1. Move items to the shelves closest to the counter that are the easiest for an older person to reach.
Install hooks in the walls for pots and pans he or she frequently uses.
2. Move the kitchen table closer to counter for additional work space. Or use an island for added
workspace.
3. Increase light wattage to allowable levels. Many options exist for under-counter lighting including
battery-operated pucks. Or, contact an electrician for under-counter or overhead lighting.
4. Household kitchen cleaning and other supplies could pose a danger to older adults, particularly
those with Alzheimer’s disease or another dementia. Consider higher storage or locked cupboards.
5. Encourage your older adult to clean up spills immediately and never walk on a wet floor. Suggest
comfortable shoes that fit well or socks with a non-skid sole. Change flooring to one with a less
slippery surface.
6. The dangers of eating outdated or spoiled food can be many including food poisoning. If an older
adult is unable to do so, help him or her go through the refrigerator weekly and look at the dates
on food items such as meat, eggs and milk. Toss unsafe items.
7. A refrigerator is a good place for emergency contact information.
8. Make sure an older person’s kitchen has a working fire extinguisher. If you are concerned about an
older adult’s safety, remove all dangerous kitchen equipment from the kitchen.
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L AU NDRY RO O M / STA IRS
• Are there sturdy handrails for the stairway? (1)
• Are the steps too steep or slippery? (2)
• Does the last step blend in with the floor? (3)
• Are the pathways cluttered? (4)
• Is laundry detergent in bottles or boxes too heavy to lift? (5)
• Has detergent spilled on the laundry room floor? (6)
• Does the older person have to carry baskets of laundry up and down stairs? (7)

Su g ge st i o n s:
1. Add at least one railing the entire length of the wall. Ideally, there should be a railing on both sides.
Consult with a credible contractor to make sure he – or you – install a railing that is safe.
2. Add adhesive stair treads or a carpet runner. Check with carpet or home improvement stores.
3. Paint the bottom step a different colour to better distinguish the last step from the floor.
4. If stairs become a dumping ground for items such as shoes, remove and organise in a closet or
elsewhere in the roof space or basement.
5. Divide laundry detergents into smaller containers or bottles.
6. Encourage older people to immediately clean up spills and wear shoes or socks with non-skid soles
in the laundry room.
7. If possible, move laundry to the main living area. Or, consider hiring a caregiver companion, who can
assist with many of those household tasks that older people could be struggling to do.
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GARAG E
• Do the stairs into the garage have secure railings? (1)
• Is rubbish piling up? (2)
• Are power tools secure? (3)
• Is the garage secure? (4)

Su g ge st i o n s:
1. Steps leading out of a garage should have at least one sturdy railing, ideally two.
2. Make sure enough bins are available to hold rubbish between times when collection services pick
up. Keep rubbish just outside the garage to avoid attracting insects and mice. Make sure your older
loved one has help moving rubbish to the road if needed.
3. Power tools could be lethal for some older adults, particularly those with dementia, as they could
become confused about how to safely use them. If you are concerned, have those items removed
from the garage. Or, if an older person can still help, lock up the items until he can participate with
the assistance of a family member or friend.
4. Many older adults fear break-ins, and this can be a legitimate concern. Remind your older loved
one to always keep the garage door locked.
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E N T RAN CE/ F RO N T GA RDE N
• Do steps have proper handrails? (1)
• Are steps too steep, cracked or uneven? (2)
• Are driveways or walkways snow- and ice-covered? (3)
• Is there adequate lighting at night? (4)
• Is your older loved one at risk of wandering? (5)
• Can your older loved one hear the doorbell? (6)

Su g ge st i o n s:
1. Stabilise unsteady railings. If they are missing, install at least one and preferably two.
2. Proper handrails are a must where stairs are steep. Have damaged or broken steps and footpath
repaired. Consider planning out an alternate route to and from the home for your older loved one.
Contact your local city or county council about repairing a footpath or the end of a driveway.
3. Work out an arrangement with a neighbour to remove snow or ice if necessary.
4. Add an outdoor light if one is not available. Motion-activated lights may provide an older adult
much comfort and security.
5. Install barriers and fences in the garden to help ensure an older person doesn’t wander. Place larger
flower pots near small openings to help re-direct. Create inviting areas including benches where an
older adult can sit and enjoy nature.
6. A device that enables a ringing doorbell to trigger a flashing light -- including existing house lamps
and special strobes for rooms where lamps aren’t generally used -- lets your loved one know if
someone is at the door.

For more information, go to
HomeInstead.ie
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About Home Instead Senior Care
Set up in 2005 in Leopardstown, South County Dublin by Ed Murphy
and Michael Kearney, the Home Instead Senior Care® network provides
personalised care, support and education to help enhance the lives of ageing
adults and their families.
Today, this network is Ireland’s leading provider of in-home care services
for seniors, with 23 independently owned and operated franchises that are
estimated to annually provide more than 3 million hours of care throughout the
country. Local Home Instead Senior Care offices employ approximately 4,500
CAREGiversSM who provide basic support services that enable older people to
live safely and comfortably in their own homes for as long as possible.
The Home Instead Senior Care network strives to partner with each client and
his or her family members to help meet that individual’s needs. Services span
the care continuum — from providing companionship and personal care to
specialised Alzheimer’s care and palliative care support. Also available are family
caregiver education and support resources. At Home Instead Senior Care, it’s
relationship before task, while striving to provide superior quality service.

To find a Home Instead Senior Care office near you,
go to HomeInstead.ie
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